BSNL/Admn/18-1/2016-BSNL W1(Pt)

Jan 13, 2017

Please refer my earlier letter dated 29-Dec-2016 regarding improving the condition of IQs, in this regard, it is further requested that:

1. CGMs shall constitute a high level committee at circle level comprising of finance/Civil & electrical officers under the chairmanship of circle administration. This committee shall inspect the I.Q at circle headquarters and shall suggest all necessary steps to improve the living standard in I.Qs economically.

2. CGMs shall direct the SSA Heads to constitute a similar standing committee at their headquarter who shall suggest necessary measures as mentioned above.

3. Surprise inspection may be got carried out by CGMs/GMs to assess the condition. The CGMs/GMs shall ensure that the purpose of improving the conditions of IQs is achieved.

It is, therefore, requested that all CGMs, to give the name of committee members formed at circle level within 15 days from the date of issue this letter.

With best wishes.

(Sanjay Sinha)
GM (Admn&PR)

To
All CGMs.
BSNL Circles

Copy to: The PS to DIR (HR) for kind information please.